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(54) A LAND ROLLER

(57) A land roller for rolling land having a carriage
member for transporting the land roller behind a powered
towing vehicle and a rolling barrel assembly operably
coupled with the carriage member. The rolling barrel as-
sembly has a rolling barrel housed within and movably
mounted on a rolling barrel support frame and a towing

arrangement is movably coupled together with the rolling
barrel support frame. The rolling barrel support frame
and the towing arrangement are movable relative to one
another by a primary powered actuation member for mov-
ing the land roller between a transport position and an in
use working orientation.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a land roller
and in particular to a land roller being adaptable between
a transport position and a working position.
[0002] In the working positon, the longitudinal axis of
a rolling barrel of the land roller is generally perpendicular
to the direction of travel of a towing vehicle when travel-
ling in a straight line, with the rolling barrel in contact with
the ground. In the transport position, the longitudinal axis
of the rolling barrel of the land roller is generally parallel
to the direction of travel of the towing vehicle when trav-
elling in a straight line, with the rolling barrel out of contact
with the ground. Land rollers, when in a working position,
are by their nature a wide heavy product. Land rollers
often require transport on public roads to get to a worksite
and so must meet all legislation applying to road trans-
portation of agricultural vehicles. Therefore, the land roll-
er must be moved between the working positon and the
transport position, which complies with this legislation,
prior to moving the land roller on a public road or lane
leading to the worksite.
[0003] Land rollers are intentionally heavy, so to move
them between a transport position and an in use working
position manually requires the farmer or contractor to
leave the tractor and physically move the rolling barrel
into a working position. Manually, this operation would
really require two people as a result of the weight of the
land roller and two people are not always available. As
a consequence of endless downward pressure on the
economic value of farming, the majority of developments
in farm machinery in recent times has been focused on
increasing machinery automation. This allows a single
person to operate most agricultural machinery so as to
achieve economic viability. In combination with down-
ward economic pressure on the farming community, the
trend for the average age of farmers is on the increase
across Europe. The current group of farmers have the
oldest average age on record. This means that the ca-
pacity to perform heavy lifting, pulling and pushing oper-
ations often required during the coupling, decoupling and
manoeuvring of farm machinery, prior to and after use
has been gradually diminished with an ageing farmer
population.
[0004] It is an object of the present invention to obviate
or mitigate the problem of heavy manual work required
for adjusting a land roller between a transport position
and a working position and for reducing the down time
of the land roller before and after rolling.
[0005] Accordingly, the present invention provides a
land roller for rolling land comprising a carriage means
for transporting the land roller behind a powered towing
vehicle, a rolling barrel assembly operably coupled with
the carriage means, the rolling barrel assembly compris-
ing a rolling barrel housed within and movably mounted
on a rolling barrel support frame, and a towing means
being movably coupled together with the rolling barrel
support frame, the rolling barrel support frame and the

towing means being movable relative to one another by
a primary powered actuation means for moving the land
roller between a transport position and an in use working
orientation.
[0006] Advantageously, the land roller can be moved
on public roads or on country lanes, which are often nar-
row, in the transport position and can be moved into the
working orientation using the primary powered actuation
means when the land roller is towed into a field or worksite
where ground is to be rolled.
[0007] In the working orientation, the longitudinal axis
of the rolling barrel of the land roller is generally perpen-
dicular to the direction of travel of a towing vehicle when
the towing vehicle is travelling in a straight line.
[0008] Ideally, the rolling barrel support frame and the
towing means being movable relative to one another by
a primary powered actuation means between a transport
position and an in use working orientation via the carriage
means.
[0009] Preferably, the towing means being operably
couplable to the powered towing vehicle.
[0010] Ideally, when the towing means is operably cou-
pled to the powered towing vehicle so as to be fixed in
position, actuation of the primary powered actuation
means moves, and most preferably rotates the rolling
barrel support frame relative to the towing means about
the carriage means between the transport position and
the working orientation.
[0011] Ideally, the primary powered actuation means
is remotely actuatable from the powered towing vehicle.
Advantageously, the land roller can be actuated from the
transport position to the working orientation by a driver
in the seat of the towing vehicle avoiding any robust man-
ual labour for the driver. This also saves time for the farm-
er/contractor which is a significant commercial benefit.
This remote actuation of the primary powered actuation
means allows a reduction of land roller set up/close down
time before and after rolling providing more time for ac-
tually rolling the ground. This allows greater areas of land
to be rolled in the same amount of time.
[0012] Ideally, the primary powered actuation means
comprises at least one hydraulic ram.
[0013] Preferably, the primary powered actuation
means is operably coupled between the rolling barrel
support frame and the towing means.
[0014] Preferably, the primary powered actuation
means is operably couplable to the hydraulic system of
the powered towing vehicle. Advantageously, the prima-
ry powered actuation means can be powered from the
existing hydraulic drive system on the powered towing
vehicle. The primary powered actuation means can also
be remotely controlled from control means within reach-
ing distance of the driver while seated in the powered
towing vehicle, again saving downtime.
[0015] Ideally, the full travel of the primary powered
actuation means causes the rolling barrel assembly to
rotate between the transport position and the working
orientation.
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[0016] Preferably, the full travel of the primary powered
actuation means causes the rolling barrel assembly to
rotate up to and beyond 90 degrees between the trans-
port position and the working orientation.
[0017] Ideally, the primary powered actuation means
extends and retracts in a direction parallel to the longitu-
dinal axis of the part of the towing means movably cou-
pled to the rolling barrel support frame.
[0018] Preferably, a pivotal coupling joint is provided
on the towing means and the rolling barrel support frame
for pivotally coupling the primary powered actuation
means there between.
[0019] Ideally, the carriage means is movably coupled
to the rolling barrel support frame so as to be movable
between an extended transport positon and a retracted
storage position.
[0020] Ideally, the carriage means is capable of raising
and lowering the rolling barrel from and to the ground for
moving the land roller between a working orientation and
a working position.
[0021] Preferably, the carriage means comprises a
wheel support arrangement movably coupled to the roll-
ing barrel support frame and a pair of wheels mounted
at or about opposing ends of the wheel support arrange-
ment so as to be disposed on opposing sides of the rolling
barrel support frame.
[0022] Ideally, the carriage means comprises a wheel
support arrangement movably coupled to the rolling bar-
rel support frame and a pair of wheels mounted on op-
posing ends of the wheel support arrangement so as to
be disposed on opposing sides of the land roller, the
wheels being movable relative to the rolling barrel sup-
port frame between an extended transport positon and
a retracted storage position.
[0023] In the extended transport positon, the wheels
are in contact with the ground and the rolling barrel is
raised off the ground allowing the land roller to be towed
along the public road or lane on the wheels. In the storage
positon, the rolling barrel is in contact with the ground
and the wheels are raised off the ground allowing the
rolling barrel to be moved into the working position and
to be rolled along the ground.
[0024] Preferably, the carriage means comprises a
wheel support arrangement movably coupled to the roll-
ing barrel support frame at or about a midpoint along the
length of the rolling barrel support frame.
[0025] Ideally, the wheel support arrangement is mov-
ably coupled to both sides of the rolling barrel support
frame.
[0026] Preferably, the carriage means comprises a
wheel support arrangement pivotally coupled to both
sides of the rolling barrel support frame.
[0027] Ideally, pivotal coupling joints are provided on
opposite sides of the rolling barrel support frame and
opposite sides of the wheel support arrangement for re-
ceiving pins for pivotally coupling the rolling barrel sup-
port frame and the wheel support arrangement together.
[0028] Preferably, the pivotal coupling joints of the roll-

ing barrel support frame and/or the pivotal coupling joints
of the wheel support arrangement are reinforced.
[0029] Ideally, the carriage means comprises a pow-
ered actuator operably coupled between the rolling barrel
support frame and the wheel support arrangement.
[0030] Preferably, the wheel support arrangement
comprises a central beam spanning across the top of the
rolling barrel support frame and two downwardly depend-
ing arms which are movably coupled, most preferably
pivotally coupled to the rolling barrel support frame.
[0031] Ideally, a wheel is movably mounted at or about
the free end of each downwardly depending arm of the
wheel support arrangement.
[0032] Ideally, the downwardly depending arms are
curvilinear beams. Advantageously, this curvature re-
duces the amount of space required for the wheel support
arrangement to achieve the transport position and the
working position for the carriage means. This curvature
allows minimum ram movement to achieve vertical clear-
ance.
[0033] Ideally, the two downwardly depending arms
are movably coupled, most preferably pivotally coupled
to the two longitudinal beams on each side of the roller
barrel.
[0034] Ideally, two longitudinal beams extend along
the longitudinal edges of the rolling barrel at or about a
horizontal plane bisecting the rolling barrel.
[0035] Preferably, the rolling barrel support frame com-
prises a quadrangular cradle comprising two longitudinal
beams extending along the opposing longitudinal edge
portions of the rolling barrel and the two longitudinal
beams being connected by two load bearing end plates
spanning across the latitudinal end faces of the rolling
barrel.
[0036] Ideally, the two load bearing end plates have
support means for supporting a rolling barrel axle.
[0037] Preferably, the support means on the two load
bearing end plates are roller bearings. The roller bearing
type and size as selected for the weight and dimensions
of the specific rolling barrel to include the weight of any
ballast.
[0038] Ideally, the two load bearing end plates are re-
inforced at the mounting location of the roller bearings
for journaling the axle of the rolling barrel.
[0039] Ideally, the rolling barrel is pivotally mounted on
the two load bearing end plates so as to allow the rolling
barrel to freely rotate within the quadrangular cradle in
use.
[0040] Preferably, the rolling barrel support frame com-
prises a structural support bridge, most preferably arcu-
ate spanning across the top of the rolling barrel, most
preferably at or about the centre of the rolling barrel sup-
port frame between the two longitudinal beams.
[0041] Ideally, the towing means is movably coupled
to the structural support bridge.
[0042] Preferably, the towing means is movably cou-
pled to the structural support bridge at a point centrally
above the rolling barrel corresponding to twelve o’clock.
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[0043] Preferably, the towing means is pivotally cou-
pled to the structural support bridge.
[0044] Ideally, the towing means is pivotally coupled
to the structural support bridge by a pivotal coupling ar-
rangement.
[0045] Preferably, the towing means is pivotally cou-
pled to the structural support bridge by a pin and bush
arrangement.
[0046] Ideally, the structural support bridge comprises
an upper section comprising an open channel section
opening towards the leading end of the rolling barrel, the
open channel section housing one end of the towing
means via the roller bearing assembly.
[0047] Preferably, the open channel section is open
for receiving a part of the length of the towing means.
[0048] Ideally, the towing means extends from the roll-
ing barrel support frame at a sufficient height and angle
to clear the upper portion of the wheels when the wheels
are in an extended transport position and the land roller
is being moved between the transport position and the
working orientation.
[0049] Preferably, the towing means extends from the
structural support bridge at a sufficient height and angle
to clear the upper portion of the wheels when the wheels
are in an extended transport position and the land roller
is being moved between the transport position and the
working orientation.
[0050] Ideally, the towing means extends orthogonally
from the rolling barrel support frame/structural support
bridge above the rolling barrel.
[0051] Preferably, the towing means comprises a first
part having a first elongate beam being movably coupled
to the rolling barrel frame/structural support bridge.
[0052] Ideally, the towing means comprises a first part
having a first elongate beam being pivotally coupled to
the rolling barrel frame/structural support bridge.
[0053] Preferably, the towing means comprises a sec-
ond part having a second elongate beam inclined down-
ward from the first elongate beam towards and being
detachably couplable to a towing hitch of the powered
towing vehicle.
[0054] Ideally, the first and second elongate beams are
box section structural support beams, most preferably
steel.
[0055] Preferably, the first elongate beam extends
from the structural support bridge to a point beyond, most
preferably just beyond the leading end load bearing plate.
[0056] Ideally, the leading end load bearing plate has
a support member for locating and retaining the towing
means, most preferably the leading end of the first elon-
gate beam.
[0057] Preferably, a releasable locking means is pro-
vided between the towing means and the rolling barrel
support frame for releasably locking the towing means
and the rolling barrel support frame together in the trans-
port position and the working position.
[0058] Ideally, the releasable locking means compris-
es a first locking assembly for releasably locking the tow-

ing means and the rolling barrel support frame together
in the transport position.
[0059] Preferably, the first locking assembly comprises
a locking bar mounted on the towing means, preferably
mounted on top of the first elongate beam and a latch
mounted on the leading end load bearing plate for oper-
able engagement with the locking bar in the transport
position.
[0060] Ideally, the releasable locking means compris-
es a second locking assembly for releasably locking the
towing means and the rolling barrel support frame togeth-
er in the working position.
[0061] Preferably, the second locking assembly com-
prises a locking plate fixed to the arcuate arms, locking
the towing means in place when the wheels are lifted.
[0062] Preferably, the carriage means powered actu-
ator is operably coupled between the central beam of the
wheel support arrangement and the trailing end load
bearing plate of the cradle, most preferably above the
barrel.
[0063] Preferably, the carriage means powered actu-
ator is pivotally coupled between the central beam of the
wheel support arrangement and the trailing end load
bearing plate of the cradle, most preferably above the
barrel.
[0064] Ideally, the carriage means powered actuator
is operably coupled at or about the midpoint of the central
beam of the wheel support arrangement and at or about
the upper end of the trailing end load bearing plate of the
cradle, most preferably above the barrel. Advantageous-
ly, this means that the forces acting on the central beam
and the end plate via the carriage means powered actu-
ator are balanced and evenly distributed allowing maxi-
mum efficiency from the carriage means powered actu-
ator and reducing the risk of twisting or torsional resist-
ance during operation of the carriage means powered
actuator.
[0065] Preferably, the carriage means powered actu-
ator comprises at least one hydraulic ram operably cou-
plable to the hydraulic system of the powered towing ve-
hicle. Advantageously, the hydraulic ram can be coupled
to the hydraulic drive system of the towing powered ac-
tuator. The hydraulic ram can be remotely controlled from
control means within reaching distance of the driver of
the powered towing vehicle.
[0066] Ideally, the full travel of the carriage means pow-
ered actuator causes the wheel support arrangement and
wheels to rotate between the transport position and the
working position.
[0067] Preferably, the full travel of the carriage means
powered actuator causes the wheel support arrange-
ment and wheels to rotate between the transport positon
and the working position.
[0068] Ideally, the longitudinal axis of the rolling barrel
in the transport position is substantially in alignment with
the direction of travel of the towing vehicle when the tow-
ing vehicle is traveling in a straight line.
[0069] Preferably, the longitudinal axis of the rolling
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barrel in the transport position is substantially in align-
ment with the longitudinal axis of the towing vehicle when
the towing vehicle is traveling in a straight line.
[0070] Ideally, the longitudinal axis of the rolling barrel
in the working position is substantially perpendicular to
the direction of travel of the towing vehicle when the tow-
ing vehicle is traveling in a straight line.
[0071] Preferably, the longitudinal axis of the rolling
barrel in the working position is substantially perpendic-
ular to the longitudinal axis of the towing vehicle when
the towing vehicle is traveling in a straight line.
[0072] The skilled man will appreciate that all preferred
or optional features of the invention described with ref-
erence to only some aspects or embodiments of the in-
vention may be applied to all aspects of the invention.
[0073] It will be appreciated that optional features ap-
plicable to one aspect of the invention can be used in
any combination, and in any number. Moreover, they can
also be used with any of the other aspects of the invention
in any combination and in any number. This includes, but
is not limited to, the dependent claims from any claim
being used as dependent claims for any other claim in
the claims of this application.
[0074] The invention will now be described with refer-
ence to the accompanying drawing which shows by way
of example only one embodiment of a land roller in ac-
cordance with the invention. In the drawings:

Figure 1 is a first perspective view of the land roller
in a transport position;
Figure 2 is a second perspective view of the land
roller in a transport position;
Figure 3 is a first perspective view of the land roller
in a working position;
Figure 4 is a second perspective view of the land
roller in a working position;

[0075] Referring to the drawings generally, there is
shown a land roller indicated generally by the reference
numeral 1 for rolling land comprising a carriage assembly
2 for transporting the land roller 1 behind a powered tow-
ing vehicle not show. A rolling barrel assembly 3 is op-
erably coupled with the carriage assembly 2. The rolling
barrel assembly 3 has a rolling barrel 4 housed within
and movably mounted on a rolling barrel support frame
5. A towing member 6 is movably coupled together with
the rolling barrel support frame 5. The rolling barrel sup-
port frame 5 and the towing member 6 are movable rel-
ative to one another by a primary powered actuator 7 for
moving the land roller 1 between a transport position,
Figures 1 and 2 and an in use working orientation/posi-
tion, Figures 3 and 4.
[0076] Advantageously, the land roller 1 can be moved
on public roads or on country lanes, which are often nar-
row, in the transport position and can be moved into the
working orientation using the primary powered actuator
7 when the land roller 1 is towed into a field or worksite
where ground is to be rolled.

[0077] In the working orientation, the longitudinal axis
of the rolling barrel 4 of the land roller 1 is generally per-
pendicular to the direction of travel of the towing vehicle
when the towing vehicle is travelling in a straight line.
The rolling barrel support frame 5 and the towing member
6 being movable relative to one another by a primary
powered actuator 7 between a transport position and an
in use working orientation via the carriage assembly 2.
The towing member 6 is operably couplable to the pow-
ered towing vehicle via a heavy duty ring hitch 8. When
the towing member 6 is operably coupled to the powered
towing vehicle so as to be fixed in position, actuation of
the primary powered actuator pivots the rolling barrel
support frame 5 relative to the towing member 6 about
the carriage assembly 2 between the transport position
illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 and the working orienta-
tion/position illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. The primary
powered actuator 7 is remotely actuatable from the pow-
ered towing vehicle. Advantageously, the land roller 1
can be actuated from the transport position to the working
orientation by a driver in the seat of the towing vehicle
avoiding any robust manual labour for the driver. This
also saves time for the farmer/contractor which is a sig-
nificant commercial benefit. This remote actuation of the
primary powered actuator 7 allows a reduction of land
roller 1 set up/close down time before and after rolling,
providing more time for actually rolling the ground. This
allows greater areas of land to be rolled in the same
amount of time.
[0078] The primary powered actuator 7 is a hydraulic
ram 7.The primary powered actuator 7 is operably cou-
pled between the rolling barrel support frame 5 and the
towing member 6. The primary powered actuator is op-
erably coupled to the hydraulic system of the powered
towing vehicle via hydraulic pipe lines which are detach-
ably coupled to a hydraulic terminal on the vehicle. Ad-
vantageously, the primary powered actuator 7 can be
powered from the existing hydraulic drive system on the
powered towing vehicle. The primary powered actuator
7 can also be remotely controlled from a control member
within reaching distance of the driver while seated in the
powered towing vehicle, again saving downtime.
[0079] The full travel of the primary powered actuator
7 causes the rolling barrel assembly 3 to rotate between
the transport position and the working orientation. In the
embodiment shown in the drawings, the full travel of the
primary powered actuator 7 causes the rolling barrel as-
sembly 3 to rotate approximately 90 degrees between
the transport position and the working orientation. The
primary powered actuator 7 extends and retracts in a
direction parallel to the longitudinal axis of the part of the
towing member 6 movably coupled to the rolling barrel
support frame 5. The primary powered actuator 7 is
mounted between two upright, most preferably horizontal
surfaces of the towing member 6 and the rolling barrel
support frame 5 which are perpendicular to one another
in the transport position and which are substantially in
alignment with one another in the working position.
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[0080] A pivotal coupling joint 11 is provided on the
towing member 6 and the rolling barrel support frame 5
for pivotally coupling the primary powered actuator 7
there between. The carriage assembly 2 is movably cou-
pled to the rolling barrel support frame 5 so as to be mov-
able between an extended transport positon see Figures
1 and 2 and a retracted storage position, see Figures 3
and 3. The carriage assembly 2 is capable of lowering
and raising the rolling barrel 4 to and from the ground for
moving the land roller 1 between a working orientation
and a working position. The carriage assembly 2 has a
wheel support arrangement 12 movably coupled to the
rolling barrel support frame 5 and a pair of wheels 14
mounted at or about opposing ends of the wheel support
arrangement 12 so as to be disposed on opposing sides
of the rolling barrel support frame 5. The wheels 14 are
movable relative to the rolling barrel support frame 5 be-
tween an extended transport positon and a retracted stor-
age position.
[0081] In the extended transport positon, the wheels
14 are in contact with the ground and the rolling barrel 4
is raised off the ground allowing the land roller 1 to be
towed along the public road or lane on the wheels, see
Figures 1 and 2. In the storage positon, the rolling barrel
4 is in contact with the ground and the wheels 14 are
raised off the ground allowing the rolling barrel 4 to be
moved into the working position and to be rolled along
the ground as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. The wheel
support arrangement 12 is movably coupled to the rolling
barrel support frame 5 at or about a midpoint along the
length of the rolling barrel support frame 5. The wheel
support arrangement 12 is pivotally coupled to both sides
of the rolling barrel support frame 5. Pivotal coupling
joints 15, most preferably reinforced are provided on op-
posite sides of the rolling barrel support frame 5 and op-
posite sides of the wheel support arrangement 12 for
receiving pins 16 for pivotally coupling the rolling barrel
support frame 5 and the wheel support arrangement 12
together.
[0082] The carriage assembly 2 has a powered actu-
ator 16 operably coupled between the rolling barrel sup-
port frame 5 and the wheel support arrangement 12. The
wheel support arrangement 12 has a central beam 17
spanning across the top of the rolling barrel support frame
5 and two downwardly depending arms 19 which are
movably coupled, most preferably pivotally coupled to
the rolling barrel support frame 5. The wheels 14 are
movably mounted at or about the free end of each down-
wardly depending arm 19 of the wheel support arrange-
ment 12. The downwardly depending arms 19 are curvi-
linear beams. Advantageously, this curvature reduces
the amount of space required for the wheel support ar-
rangement 12 to achieve the transport position and the
working position for the carriage assembly. The two
downwardly depending arms 19 are movably coupled,
most preferably pivotally coupled to the pivotal coupling
joints 15 on two longitudinal beams 21 on each side of
the roller barrel 4. The two longitudinal beams 21 extend

along the longitudinal edges of the rolling barrel 4 at or
about a horizontal plane bisecting the rolling barrel.
[0083] The rolling barrel support frame 5 has a quad-
rangular cradle comprising two longitudinal beams 21
extending along the opposing longitudinal edge portions
of the rolling barrel 4 and the two longitudinal beams 21
being connected by two load bearing end plates 23, 24
spanning across the latitudinal end faces of the rolling
barrel 4. The two load bearing end plates 23, 24 have
support members for supporting a rolling barrel axle, not
shown. The support members on the two load bearing
end plates 23, 24 are nylon bushes housing a solid con-
tinuous shaft. The roller bearings are sized for the weight
and dimensions of the specific rolling barrel 4 to include
the weight of any ballast. The two load bearing end plates
23, 24 are reinforced at the mounting location of the roller
bearings for journaling the axle of the rolling barrel. The
rolling barrel 4 is pivotally mounted on the two load bear-
ing end plates 23, 24 so as to allow the rolling barrel 4
to freely rotate within the quadrangular cradle 21, 23, 24
in use.
[0084] The rolling barrel support frame 5 has a struc-
tural support bridge 26, most preferably arcuate spanning
across the top of the rolling barrel 4, most preferably at
or about the centre of the rolling barrel support frame 5
between the two longitudinal beams 21. The towing
member 6 is movably coupled to the structural support
bridge 26. The towing member 6 is movably coupled to
the structural support bridge 26 at a point centrally above
the rolling barrel 4 corresponding to twelve o’clock. The
towing member 6 is pivotally coupled to the structural
support bridge 26 by a pivotal coupling arrangement 27
provided by a heavy pin and bush arrangement 27. The
structural support bridge 26 has an upper section com-
prising an open channel section 28 opening towards the
leading end of the rolling barrel 4. The open channel sec-
tion 28 having one end of the towing member 6 pivotally
coupled thereto via the pair of heavy duty roller bearing
assemblies 27. The open channel section 28 is open for
receiving a part of the length of the towing member 6.
The towing member 6 extends from open channel section
28 of the structural support bridge 26 at a sufficient height
and angle to clear the top of one of the wheels 14 when
the wheels are in an extended transport positon and the
land roller 1 is being moved between the transport posi-
tion and the working orientation. The towing member 6
extends orthogonally from the rolling barrel support
frame/structural support bridge 26 above the rolling bar-
rel 4.
[0085] The towing member 6 has a first part being a
first elongate beam 31 which is pivotally coupled to the
rolling barrel support frame/structural support bridge 26.
The towing member 6 has a second part being a second
elongate beam 32 inclined downward from the first elon-
gate beam 31 towards and being detachably couplable
to a towing hitch of the powered towing vehicle. The first
and second elongate beams 31, 32 are steel box section
structural support beams. The first elongate beam 31 ex-
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tends from the structural support bridge 26 to a point just
beyond the leading end load bearing plate 24. The lead-
ing end load bearing plate 24 has a support member 34
for locating and retaining the towing member 6, most pref-
erably the leading end of the first elongate beam 31. A
releasable locking arrangement 35, 36, 37 is provided
between the towing member 6 and the rolling barrel sup-
port frame 5 for releasably locking the towing member 6
and the rolling barrel support frame 5 together in the
transport position and the working position. The releas-
able locking arrangement has a first locking assembly
36, 37 for releasably locking the towing member 6 and
the rolling barrel support frame 5 together in the transport
position. The first locking assembly 36, 37 has a locking
bar 36 mounted on the towing member 6, preferably
mounted on top of the first elongate beam 31 and a latch
37 mounted on the leading end load bearing plate 24 for
operable engagement with the locking bar 36 in the trans-
port position. The releasable locking arrangement can
be powered, most preferably hydraulically operated,
preferably remotely from the powered towing vehicle via
the hydraulic drive system of the powered towing vehicle.
This allows an operator to open the releasable locking
arrangement from the towing vehicle. The releasable
locking arrangement comprises a second locking assem-
bly for releasably locking the towing member and the
rolling barrel support frame 5 together in the working po-
sition. The second locking assembly comprises a locking
plate fixed to the arcuate arms, locking the towing mem-
ber in place when the wheels are lifted.
[0086] The carriage assembly powered actuator 16 is
operably coupled and ideally pivotally coupled between
the central beam 17 of the wheel support arrangement
12 and the trailing end load bearing plate 24 of the cradle,
above the rolling barrel 4. The carriage assembly pow-
ered actuator 16 is operably coupled at or about the mid-
point of the central beam 17 of the wheel support ar-
rangement 12 and at or about the upper end of the trailing
end load bearing plate 24 of the cradle, above the barrel
4. Advantageously, this means that the forces acting on
the central beam 17 and the trailing end load bearing
plate 24 via the carriage assembly powered actuator 16
are balanced and evenly distributed allowing maximum
efficiency from the carriage assembly powered actuator
16 and reducing the risk of twisting or torsional resistance
during operation of the carriage assembly powered ac-
tuator 16. The carriage assembly powered actuator 16
has a hydraulic ram 16 operably couplable to the hydrau-
lic system of the powered towing vehicle. Advantageous-
ly, the hydraulic ram 16 can be coupled to the hydraulic
drive system of the towing powered actuator. The hy-
draulic ram 16 can be remotely controlled from control
members within reaching distance of the driver of the
powered towing vehicle. The full travel of the carriage
assembly powered actuator 16 causes the wheel support
arrangement 12 and wheels 14 to rotate between the
transport position and the working position. The full travel
of the carriage assembly powered actuator 16 causes

the wheel support arrangement 12 and wheels 14 to ro-
tate between the transport positon and the working po-
sition.
[0087] The longitudinal axis of the rolling barrel 4 in the
transport position is substantially in alignment with the
direction of travel/longitudinal axis of the towing vehicle
when the towing vehicle is traveling in a straight line. The
longitudinal axis of the rolling barrel 4 in the working po-
sition is substantially perpendicular to the direction of
travel/ longitudinal axis of the towing vehicle when the
towing vehicle is traveling in a straight line.
[0088] In use, a driver reverses a tractor towards the
towing ring 8 of the land roller 1 which is in a transport
position as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 and picks the
towing ring up on a hydraulic hitch. The hydraulic pipes
of the hydraulic actuators 16 and 7 as well as the hydraulic
latches 37, must be manually coupled to a hydraulic ter-
minal at the rear of the tractor. The driver of the tractor
tows the land roller 1 to the work site for an area of land
is to be rolled. When arriving at the site, the driver oper-
ates the hydraulic latch 37 into an open positon of the
first locking assembly 35 which releases the locking bar
36. The driver then powers the primary actuator 7 with
the wheels 14 still on the ground. The extension of the
hydraulic ram 7 causes the rear end of the hydraulic ram
7 to rotate the structural support bridge 26, the rolling
barrel support frame 5 and rolling barrel away from the
towing member 6 about the roller bearing assembly 27
in a clockwise direction with the entire assembly rotating
on the wheels. When the rolling barrel support frame 5
has been rotated into the working orientation, the sec-
ondary locking assembly is actuated by movement of the
towing member 6 into this working position. The driver
then actuates carriage assembly powered actuator 16
which causes the wheel support arrangement 12 and
wheels 14 to pivot about the pivotal coupling members
15 between the transport position and the working posi-
tion. The full travel of the carriage assembly powered
actuator 16 causes the wheel support arrangement 12
and wheels 14 to rotate between the transport positon
and the working position lowering the wheels 14 onto the
ground whilst simultaneously lowering the roller barrel 4
onto the ground for rolling. With the land roller in this
positon, the farmer can tow the roller across the land to
be rolled. When the rolling operation is complete, the
reverse of the process outlined above is used to auto-
matically adapt the land roller from the working positon
to the transport positon for onward transportation.
[0089] In relation to the detailed description of the dif-
ferent embodiments of the invention, it will be understood
that one or more technical features of one embodiment
can be used in combination with one or more technical
features of any other embodiment where the transferred
use of the one or more technical features would be im-
mediately apparent to a person of ordinary skill in the art
to carry out a similar function in a similar way on the other
embodiment.
[0090] In the preceding discussion of the invention, un-
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less stated to the contrary, the disclosure of alternative
values for the upper or lower limit of the permitted range
of a parameter, coupled with an indication that one of the
said values is more highly preferred than the other, is to
be construed as an implied statement that each interme-
diate value of said parameter, lying between the more
preferred and the less preferred of said alternatives, is
itself preferred to said less preferred value and also to
each value lying between said less preferred value and
said intermediate value.
[0091] The features disclosed in the foregoing descrip-
tion or the following drawings, expressed in their specific
forms or in terms of a means for performing a disclosed
function, or a method or a process of attaining the dis-
closed result, as appropriate, may separately, or in any
combination of such features be utilised for realising the
invention in diverse forms thereof as defined in the ap-
pended claims.

Claims

1. A land roller for rolling land comprising a carriage
means for transporting the land roller behind a pow-
ered towing vehicle, a rolling barrel assembly oper-
ably coupled with the carriage means, the rolling bar-
rel assembly comprising a rolling barrel housed with-
in and movably mounted on a rolling barrel support
frame, and a towing means being movably coupled
together with the rolling barrel support frame, the roll-
ing barrel support frame and the towing means being
movable relative to one another by a primary pow-
ered actuation means for moving the land roller be-
tween a transport position and an in use working
orientation.

2. A land roller as claimed in claim 1, wherein a releas-
able locking means is provided between the towing
means and the rolling barrel support frame for re-
leasably locking the towing means and the rolling
barrel support frame together in the transport posi-
tion and the working position.

3. A land roller as claimed in claim 2, wherein the re-
leasable locking means comprises a first locking as-
sembly for releasably locking the towing means and
the rolling barrel support frame together in the trans-
port position.

4. A land roller as claimed in claim 2 or claim 3, wherein
the releasable locking means comprises a second
locking assembly for releasably locking the towing
means and the rolling barrel support frame together
in the working position.

5. A land roller as claimed in any preceding claim,
wherein the rolling barrel support frame and the tow-
ing means are movable relative to one another by a

primary powered actuation means between a trans-
port position and an in use working orientation via
the carriage means.

6. A land roller as claimed in any preceding claim,
wherein when the towing means is operably coupled
to the powered towing vehicle so as to be fixed in
position, actuation of the primary powered actuation
means moves, and most preferably rotates the roll-
ing barrel support frame relative to the towing means
about the carriage means between the transport po-
sition and the working orientation.

7. A land roller as claimed in any preceding claim,
wherein the carriage means comprises a wheel sup-
port arrangement movably coupled to the rolling bar-
rel support frame and a pair of wheels mounted at
or about opposing ends of the wheel support ar-
rangement so as to be disposed on opposing sides
of the rolling barrel support frame.

8. A land roller as claimed in claim 7, wherein the car-
riage means comprises the wheel support arrange-
ment movably coupled to the rolling barrel support
frame and a pair of wheels mounted on opposing
ends of the wheel support arrangement so as to be
disposed on opposing sides of the land roller, the
wheels being movable relative to the rolling barrel
support frame between an extended transport posi-
ton and a retracted storage position.

9. A land roller as claimed in claim 7 or 8, wherein the
carriage means comprises the wheel support ar-
rangement movably coupled to the rolling barrel sup-
port frame at or about a midpoint along the length of
the rolling barrel support frame.

10. A land roller as claimed in any one of claims 7 to 9,
wherein the wheel support arrangement is movably
coupled to both sides of the rolling barrel support
frame, wherein the carriage means comprises the
wheel support arrangement pivotally coupled to both
sides of the rolling barrel support frame, wherein piv-
otal coupling joints are provided on opposite sides
of the rolling barrel support frame and opposite sides
of the wheel support arrangement for receiving pins
for pivotally coupling the rolling barrel support frame
and the wheel support arrangement together.

11. A land roller as claimed in any one of claims 7 to 10,
wherein the carriage means comprises a powered
actuator operably coupled between the rolling barrel
support frame and the wheel support arrangement.

12. A land roller as claimed in any one of claims 7 to 11,
wherein the wheel support arrangement comprises
a central beam spanning across the top of the rolling
barrel support frame and two downwardly depending
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arms which are movably coupled, most preferably
pivotally coupled to the rolling barrel support frame
and wherein a wheel is movably mounted at or about
the free end of each downwardly depending arm of
the wheel support arrangement, the downwardly de-
pending arms are curvilinear beams.

13. A land roller as claimed in any preceding claim,
wherein the rolling barrel support frame comprises
a quadrangular cradle comprising two longitudinal
beams extending along the opposing longitudinal
edge portions of the rolling barrel and the two longi-
tudinal beams being connected by two load bearing
end plates spanning across the latitudinal end faces
of the rolling barrel, wherein the two load bearing
end plates have support means for supporting a roll-
ing barrel axle, wherein the support means on the
two load bearing end plates are roller bearings,
wherein the two load bearing end plates are rein-
forced at the mounting location of the roller bearings
for journaling the axle of the rolling barrel.

14. A land roller as claimed in claim 13, wherein the roll-
ing barrel support frame comprises a structural sup-
port bridge, most preferably arcuate spanning
across the top of the rolling barrel, most preferably
at or about the centre of the rolling barrel support
frame between the two longitudinal beams, wherein
the towing means is movably, most preferably piv-
otally coupled to the structural support bridge,
wherein the towing means extends from the rolling
barrel support frame at a sufficient height and angle
to clear the upper portion of the wheels when the
wheels are in an extended transport position and the
land roller is being moved between the transport po-
sition and the working orientation.

15. A land roller as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the towing means comprises a first
part having a first elongate beam being movably,
most preferably pivotally coupled to the rolling barrel
support frame wherein the towing means comprises
a second part having a second elongate beam in-
clined downward from the first elongate beam to-
wards and being detachably couplable to a towing
hitch of the powered towing vehicle.
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